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TO-BBB ADVANCES MANAGEMENT TEAM 
 
Leiden, The Netherlands, October 1st 2007 
 
to-BBB, the Dutch biotechnology company of leading blood-brain barrier experts, 
advances its management team. Having achieved the crucial step of a € 4mio Series A 
financing round in July of this year, to-BBB now advances its management team 
qualities, ready for taking the company to the next level. 
 
Alfred Nijkerk, co-founder and former director / CBO of to-BBB, will move on 
initiating further successful ventures within his own, hands-on investment company 
VenGen. He has been essential in growing to-BBB to the leading brain drug targeting 
expert it is now and will also in the future stay closely related to the company as a 
founding shareholder. 
 
Barbara Brunnhuber is appointed as Head Operations. In this role Barbara will be 
responsible for the management of internal processes and grant management. 
Previously she held positions of Managing Director at Orphanetics and Business 
Development & Planning at Igeneon, two Austria based biotech companies, and 
Senior Consultant at internationally operating Proudfoot Consulting. 
 
Hans van Rosendael is appointed as Head Finances. In this position Hans will be 
responsible for all controlling and finance aspects. In his previous career he headed 
the set up and development of AstraZeneca Nederland for more than 15 years in the 
role of CFO. In order to optimize the strong demand for his expertise Hans now also 
holds similar finance positions in other biotech companies. 
 
 
 
About to-BBB 
to-BBB is a Dutch, Leiden-based, privately-owned biotech company that brings  
drugs to the brain that normally cannot enter the brain. The company develops  
central nervous system (CNS) drugs based on a proprietary CNS drug targeting  
platform, 2B-Trans™, for the treatment of neurodegenerative disorders like  
Alzheimer’s Disease, Stroke, Lysosomal Storage Diseases and brain tumors. to-  
BBB’s lead product is fighting lethal viral infections of the brain using a broad-  
spectrum antiviral drug.   
  
The 2B-Trans™ technology is unique in that it delivers drugs to the brain by an  
intravenous administration using a well characterized transport system with a  
specific carrier protein that has an excellent proven safety profile in humans.   
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